UNBC Office of Research
3333 University Way
Prince George, BC V2N 4Z9
11 June 2012

Report to the MKAB/UNBC Working Group on the MK Endowment Fund and Research
Options

Re:

Background
This document addresses a number of issues and concerns raised during the 4 June 2012 teleconference
between members of the Muskwa‐Kechika Advisory Board (MKAB ‐ Stephanie Killam, David Luff, and
Juergen Puetter) and University of Northern British Columbia (UNBC ‐ Gail Fondahl, Katherine Parker,
and Mike Gillingham) constituting the MKAB/UNBC Working Group. During that meeting, questions
arose about the history and integrity of the management of the MK Endowment Fund held at UNBC, as
well as options by which the MK Research Professor might be able to undertake research with quicker
deliverables (ideally by September 2012 and certainly by 31 March 2013) than those outlined in the
Options Paper (17 April 2012) provided to the group by Drs. Fondahl and Parker. Before addressing a
revised option for conducting research and expending some of the MK Endowment funds, this
document reviews the context and contributions to the MK Endowment and outlines how UNBC
manages endowments in those cases where donor bodies cease to exist. It also briefly defines what
constitutes University‐based research, given that MK Endowment funds are intended to support the MK
Research Professorship related to UNBC‐based research and synthesis, and in the context of the recently
signed Collaborative Partnership Agreement.

UNBC, Endowed Research Chairs, and The MK Endowment
UNBC manages numerous research professorship endowments, including some where the organization
providing the endowment has ceased to exist. For instance, it manages several endowed research
chairs, co‐established by Forest Renewal British Columbia (FRBC) and the private sector, according to
their original intent, even though FRBC no longer exists, and in one case the private company no longer
exists. UNBC has considerable experience managing endowments for both continuing and past donors.
In one case where it received a large provincial endowment, but the provincial program is now ending,
UNBC was asked to develop and propose a rigorous review process to be used by all BC’s research
universities in the post‐program situation. UNBC also has worked with cases where the donor ‘changes’
(e.g., when a donor company is acquired by another company, the University then establishes a relation
with the new organization). In all cases UNBC is committed to retaining the original intent of the
endowment, or consulting with current partners about any proposed changes in research focus
The original intent of the MK Endowment at UNBC was laid out in the 10 February 1999 Letter of
Agreement1 and created with the transfer of funds to UNBC on 7 April 19992. The 1999 Agreement
provided $400,000 for “the Northern Land Use Institute of UNBC to establish a Muskwa‐Kechika
Research Professorship, Muskwa‐Kechika student support and a wilderness planning presence in North
Eastern British Columbia and a contribution of $500,000 to the Northern Land Use Institute Endowment
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Fund per attached Interim Letter of Understanding …”1 The Northern Land Use Institute (NLUI) was to
provide administrative support for the MK Research Professor.
The NLUI effectively ceased to function with the resignation of the Institute’s director, Dr. Alex Hawley,
in 2007, although the NLUI has never formally been dissolved through a motion of UNBC’s Senate.
While the MK Endowment (“NLUI / Muskwa Kechika Endowment”) still includes reference to the NLUI,
removing NLUI from the name of the Endowment would not affect the intent or use of the Endowment
funds.
The MK Endowment received a second contribution of $100,000 from the Muskwa‐Kechika Trust Fund
provided by the BC Provincial Government on March 7th 2007. This contribution was made to the
“Muskwa‐Kechika Endowment Fund (part of the former Northern Land Use Institute Endowment
Fund)”3.
Throughout its history, a primary goal of the MK Endowment has been to support the MK Research
Professorship: “The MK Research Professorship will remain the cornerstone of capacity within UNBC in
addressing the scope and purpose of this partnership. The contribution in March 1999 of $500,000 from
the MK Trust Fund to an endowment within UNBC continues to yield revenues that will be used
specifically for support of the M‐K Research Professorship”4, although it can also be used to “to enhance
the research programs of the university that contribute to the Muskwa‐Kechika Management Area
goals”3, and for “(a) support for the Ian McTaggart‐Cowan Muskwa‐Kechika Research Professorship and
(b) knowledge transfer of research findings to empower the Advisory Board in its role of providing
advice to the Government of British Columbia” (page 6 of the current Collaborative Partnership
Agreement).
To date no monies have been spent from the MK Endowment.
One other piece of correspondence between UNBC and the MKAB illustrates the role of the Endowment
relative to the Partnership Agreement and may be of assistance to the UNBC/MKAB Working Group. In
September 2007, then MKAB Chair Tom Briggs along with Don Roberts, Wayne Sawchuck, and Howard
Madill met with UNBC representatives to discuss renewal of the Partnership Agreement and to inquire
about either temporarily placing monies in the MK Endowment Fund or setting up a separate
investment account to deal with MKAB year‐end monies. The letter from Ron Thring (then Vice‐
President Research), Bill McGill (then Dean of the College of Science and Management) and Katherine
Parker (MK Research Professor) to Tom Briggs5 clearly differentiates between the Endowment and an
investment account, and stresses the specific teaching and research mandates of UNBC relative to the
actions that UNBC can undertake with monies entrusted to the University.

University research and scholarship
The Interim agreement that established the MK Endowment and subsequent Partnership Agreements
between UNBC and the MKAB make continual reference to the MK Professorship as a Research
Professor, and to building the research capacity of UNBC. It is important that all members of the
UNBC/MKAB Working Group have some understanding of research and scholarship in a University
context. As an example, the current MK Research Professor is a member of the Ecosystem Science and
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Management (ESM) Program at UNBC, which has Program Scholarly Expectations for research and
scholarship, against which the MK Professor is annually evaluated.
According to the ESM Scholarly guidelines, scholarly activities are those that meet most (but not
necessarily all) of the following criteria: new knowledge (scholarly activities resulting in the generation
of new knowledge, or in the application of existing knowledge to gain new insights or to generate new
hypotheses); new ideas (scholarly activities giving rise to, transmitting, and/or acting upon new ideas);
creativity (scholarly work resulting in publications, models, techniques, inventions, or processes that did
not exist before); originality (scholarly work representing something fundamentally new or significantly
different from what somebody has done before); rigour (scholarly work performed in a thoughtful,
meticulous, and careful manner with respect to the principles and methods of science); measurable
standards (work must be held to measurable standards of quality, and mechanisms must exist to reject
that which does not meet those standards); incorporation into the public domain (scholarly work
usually results in products and findings that are disseminated within scientific communities and/or are
accessible to the public, although exceptions do exist); and problem solving (scholarly work usually
contributes directly or indirectly to the solution of significant problems, including problem identification,
problem analysis, participation in problem‐solving processes, and development of information or
insights that have application in problem solving). Those guidelines further recognize three types of
scholarship: the scholarship of discovery, integration, and application.
The important point is that research and scholarship take time, must be rigorous, must contribute to
new knowledge, must be impartial (both in reality and perception), and must be reviewed by peers and
other experts. Research, therefore, is not normally something that can have final deliverables within
periods of months.

The Challenge
As outlined during Monday’s conference call, the MKAB and perhaps the MK itself, faces significant
short‐term challenges. Timelines of having significant research deliverables by September 2012 or even
March 2013, however, are not compatible with research, as described above and as envisioned in the
documents establishing the MK Endowment, and in the recently signed Collaborative Partnership
Agreement. While no members of the Working Group want to see the demise of the MK, UNBC cannot
compromise research integrity to compensate for inactivity of the MKAB over the last several years.
One suggestion made during Monday’s conference call was for UNBC to consider one location and one
industry and then work to inform Government on how development could take place there in a
sustainable manner. Such a narrow context without an integrated framework is not compatible with the
vision for the MK Management Area (MKMA), which the Partnership Agreement directs us to follow:
The vision for the MKMA is “a globally significant area of wilderness, wildlife and cultures, to be
maintained in perpetuity, where world class integrated resource management and decision‐making is
practiced ensuring that resource development and other human activities take place in harmony with
wilderness quality, wildlife and the dynamic ecosystems on which they depend”. Further, the role of
University research is to aspire to objectivity, with intent to inform decision‐making, but not to directly
contribute to enabling or regulating particular activities over other values.
Within the Scope of the current Partnership Agreement (Part IV), there are two points that are likely the
most pressing to address in terms of the current needs of the MKAB: “identifying additional criteria
necessary for the Government of British Columbia to determine not only if but how, when and where
resource development can take place within the MK Management Area while still meeting its
encompassing vision for other values; and developing additional mechanisms to better understand and
3

address the cumulative effects of resource activities on wilderness, wildlife and cultural values within
the MK Management Area”. To be consistent with the vision of the MKMA, any identification of
additional criteria for sustainable development in the MKMA must be considered in a cumulative effects
framework.

Proposed work and timelines
Although the UNBC/MKAB Working Group has yet to review the Options Paper prepared by Drs. Fondahl
and Parker, we have tried to come up with an approach that may provide interim outcomes by March
2013. At this late date, it is highly improbable that a postdoctoral fellow with experience in a cumulative
effects framework and with the ability to examine the range of current tools developed for the MKMA
could be located and hired (as suggested in the Options Paper) in the next few months. Post‐doctoral
fellow recruitment usually takes 6‐12 months itself. There may be the potential, however, to initiate
some of the ground work required by hiring a qualified research assistant, directed by a team of
researchers familiar with integrated resource management.
Consistent with the principles of the pre‐tenure planning process and to be consistent with the vision of
the MKMA, any development must anticipate the cumulative effects of subsequent development.
Therefore we propose that the research team could begin to undertake an examination to evaluate
whether the tools and current knowledge are sufficient to determine if development can coexist with
the integrated MKMA vision. To that end, the research to be funded by the MK Endowment would:
1. Review and synthesize the tools/data that have been developed/collected within the MKMA;
2. Provide the MKAB with candidate areas for scenario planning from which the MKAB will identify
the study locale. Suitable locations must be large enough to undertake watershed‐level scenario
planning (i.e., a mine ‘site’ would not be a suitable location by itself);
3. Use existing tools developed for the MKMA to undertake scenario planning for the identified
area;
4. Through the scenario planning process, identify gaps or missing tools needed to ensure best
practices for development consistent with the MKMA vision.
A timeline for the deliverables for such a project is difficult to assess until the actual participants are
identified and hired. Timelines also will depend on the accessibility and availability of information
needed for the synthesis (Point 1) and the time that it takes the MKAB to select a study area from a
suggested list of locations. The intent would be that the research team could provide the MK/UNBC
Working Group with an interim report as of 31 March 2013.

Prepared by:
Mike Gillingham (Director, Natural Resources and Environmental Studies Institute),
Katherine Parker (MK Research Professor), and
Gail Fondahl (Vice‐President Research)
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LETTER OF AGREEMENT
CONTRIBUTION
BY FAX: (250) 960-7301
University of Northern British Columbia
3333 University Way
Prince George BC V2N 429
Attention: Dr. Charles Jago, President
This Agreement confirms that the Muskwa-Kechika Trust Fund (MKTF) will provide a
contribution of $900,000.00 to the University of Northern British Columbia (UNBC)
(the "Recipient").
PURPOSE
A contribution of $400,000.00 is provided for the Northern Land Use Institute of the UNBC
to establish a Muskwa-Kechika professorship, Muskwa-Kechika student support and a
wilderness planning presence in North Eastern British Columbia, and a contribution of
$500,000.00 to the Northern Land Use Institute Endowment Fund per the attached Interim
Letter of Understanding between the University of Northern British Columbia and the MuskwaKechika Advisory Board, which may be amended fiom time to time with the mutual consent of
the parties.

TERMS
1. The Trust Fund's contribution is to be used only as described in the attached Interim Letter of
Understanding between the University of Northern British Columbia and the MuskwaKechika Advisory Board, which may be amended fiom time to time with the mutual consent
of the parties. In addition, activities must reflect the attached Letter of Understanding
amongst the Government of British Columbia and the Kaska Dena Council.
2. The Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board must have a direct role in reviewing and approving, at
a minimum, an annual research plan for UNBC and the NLUI on Muskwa-Kechika
Management Area related research.

Land Use
Coordination Office

Muskwa-Kechika
ManagementArea

Mailing Address:
PO Box 9426, STN PROV GVT
Victoria BC V8W 9Vl
Facsimile: (250) 953-9481
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ACCEPTANCE
If the above conditions are acceptable, please indicate by signing all three enclosed copies of this
letter, retaining one for your files and returning the other two to this office.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have duly executed this agreement as of
the
day of
,19

SIGNED AND DELIVERED
on behalf of the Trustee,

SIGNED AND DELIVERED

on behalf of the Recipient,

Record of Decision
1998-99 Contribution Agreement; University of Northern British Columbia
Background;
The Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board held its second meeting on February 13-14, 1999
to review the final allocation of funds for the 1998-99fiscal year. The board considered
a proposal to build leadership and research capacity at the University of Northern British
Columbia as documented by an Interim Letter of Understanding between Dr. C. Jago,
president UNBC and board chair John Cashore.
The board recommends the expenditure of $500,000 of previously unallocated MuskwaKechika Trust funds and the reallocation of up to $400,000 of unexpended but previously

allocated Muskwa-Kechika Trust funds.
Approvals:
The recommended contribution to the University of Northern British Columbia of
$500,000 previously unallocated funds and the reallocation of up to $400,000 of
unexpended previously allocated funds.

~ h M u s k w a - ~ e c h i lAdvisory
ra
Board

u - / 8 ,/9a(7.
Date

I accept the recommendations of the Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board on the
Contribution to the University of Northern British Columbia.

MQR 30 1999 89: 56

subject:

-

'

RE: Muskwa-Kechika Trust Fund ~ontri6ution

G-

&

Carolyn, to confirm our conversation. Payments made from the Muskwa-Kechika Trust Fund are not subject to
review by Treasury Boardfr(1also looked at the MK Management Area Act to confirm that it doesn't have some
type of requirement for Treasury Board to review expenditures of the Trust.)
John Fuller,

Treasury Board Analyst,
Ministry of Finance and Corporate Relations
Phone: (250) 387-9040

Ernail: John.Fuller@gems3.gov.bc.ca

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Z ha, Carolyn FIN:EX
~k.mday.March 25.1999 1249 PM

Fuller, John W FIN:EX
Mitchell, Warren FIN:=; Nicholson, Judy FIN:=; Stusek, Glen FIN:=
Muskwa-Kechika Trust Fund Contribution

John, further to our conversation, can you please confirm that contributions made by the Trust Fund (outside
of the CRF) are not subject to review by Treasury Board?
In particular, this fiscal year, the Board and Trustee have agreed that the Trust Fund shall provide a
contribution of $900K to UNBC's Northern Land Use Institute and its Endowment Fund, based on an Interim
Letter of Understanding between UNBC and the Chair of the M-K Advisory Board.

- - - - - - -

-----

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Thank you for your help.
Carolyn Zyha
Financial Officer
EAOILUCOICRII
2-836 Yates St, Victoria
Ph: 356-8707 Fax: 953-3481

"You must be the change you wish to see in the world."
Gandhi
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GRANT LETTER
March 7, 2007

University of Northem British Columbia
3333 University Way
Prince George, BC V2N 4Z9
Dear Dr. Ronald Thring, Acting Vice-Provost, Research and Graduate Programs,
Re; Grant of $100,000.00 to the Muskwa-Kechika

Endowment Fund

This letter confirms that Her Majesty the Queen in Right ofthe Province of British Columbia,
as represented by the Minister of Agriculture and Lands (the ''Province''), is pleased to
provide funding in the amount of$100,OOO.OOto the University of Northern British Columbia
(UNBC) (the '"Recipient") to the Muskwa-Kechika Endowment Fund (part of the former
Northern Land Use Institute Endowment Fund) as additional support for the research
collaboration between the Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board and UNBC.
The intention of this financial support is to enhance the research programs of the university
that contribute to the Muskwa-lCechika Management Area goals. This includes continuation
of the university's capacity to support the lan McTaggart Cowan Muskwa-Kechika Research
Professorship in wildlife ecology. Research associated with the professorship is directed
towards wildlife and wilderness values, and related resource management efforts in support of
the research needs, priorities and integrated management goals ofthe Muskwa-Kechika
Management Area.

Yours truly,

Integrated Land
Management
Bureau

MinistJyof
Agriculture

and Lands

Address:
Sta 200
1488 4" Ave
Prince George. BC V2L 4Y2

Ph: (250)~~519
Fax; (250) 555-6941
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LETTER OF AGREEMENT

BY FAX: (250) 960-5746
University of North em British Columbia
3333 University Way
Prince George, BC V2N 4Z9

Attention: Dr- Ronald Thring, Acting Vice~Provost, Research & Graduate Programs

This agreement confirms that the Ministry of Agriculture and Lands (the "Province") will
provide a grant of $100,000.00 to the University of Northern Britisb Columbia (UNBC)
(the "'Recipient") to the Mllskwa-Kecbika Endowment Fund (part of the fonner Northern
Land Use Institute Endowment Fund) as additional support for the research collaboration
between the Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board and UNBC.

P:pRPOSE
The intention of this financial support is to enhance the research programs of the university
that contribute to the Muskwa-Kechika Management Area goals. 1hi.s includes continuation
of the university's capacity to support the Tan McTaggart Cowan Muskwa-Kechika Research
Professorship in wildlife ecology. Research .associated with the professorship is directed
towards wildlife and wilderness values, and related resource management efforts in support of
the research needs, priorities and integrated management goals of the Mllskwa~Kechika
Marlagement Area.

Integrated land
Management
Bureau

Ministry of
Agriculture W1d Land8

Address:
370 100Qj110lhAvenue
Fort SI John BC V1J 6M7

PIt (250) 787-3534
Fal(; (250) 787-3219

~I~

ur

~N'IHUNMtNI

~~J

~ax:1-250-7B7-3490
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ACCEPTANCE
If the aboye conditions are acceptable, please indicate by signing all three enclosed copies of
this letter, retaining one for your files and retuming the other two to this office.

IN WITNESS
WHEREO..fj'th~es
?P
day
of
I~

SIGNED AND DELNERD
on behalf of the Province,

hereto have
this agreement as of the
, 20 dull6 executed
.

. SIGNED AND DELIVERED
ori behalf of the Recipient,

,

·...................
·. . . . . . . .
·. . . . . . . .
·

~·
,

,

,

(Authorized Representative)
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